
“Finally! An Easy Way to Get By in 
Spanish – And You Only Need 138 

Words“ 
Would you like to speak Spanish that could impress a native speaker? 
Want the words to freely flow from your tongue instead of sounding like a 
slowed down, broken record because you’re constantly grasping for the 
correct grammar in your head? 

Enough! The “traditional” way of teaching Spanish doesn’t work for most 
people – especially if you’re not in grade school or college anymore. 

Even if you’ve tried to learn a language before and failed, now you can 
learn “real-world” Spanish quickly and easily. I am a language teacher and 
after years of using methods that just don’t cut it, I have finally developed a 
course, Synergy Spanish, that really works for the rest of us. (If you want to 
know my motivation, read the “about me” in the side panel.) 

And here’s the best part: all you need to do is learn 138 words – more 
about this later. It will work for you if: 

 You’ve never spoken a word of Spanish 

 After endless courses and months or even years of study, you still 
can’t string a Spanish sentence together without a struggle. 

 You need to learn the language quickly. 

 You are over 40 and “learning isn’t as easy as it used to be” 

 You don’t want to spend countless hours worrying about grammar or 
sentence structure. 

 Spanish has been difficult for you in the past. 

 You don’t have a lot of time to devote to lessons 

How You Can Learn in Spanish With Just 138 Words! 

Click Here To Start Learning Spanish Now! 

http://53bf0dvf29znza46p3lbz2bq8m.hop.clickbank.net/
http://53bf0dvf29znza46p3lbz2bq8m.hop.clickbank.net/


 

It Doesn’t Matter How Old You Are, Or What Experience You 
Have Had With Spanish, Now Communicating In Spanish Is 
Possible For Everyone 

 Speak Spanish that will impress the locals – even if you feel like 
you’ve had a “mental block” with learning Spanish before. 

 Avoid the traps that stop most people from finally speaking Spanish 

 Feel comfortable and be ready for real-world Spanish 
conversations – in as little as 12 hours – much less time and effort than 
other courses 

 Learn how to connect with locals if you live in a Spanish-speaking 
country or a Latino community in 
the US. 

 Converse with your Spanish-speaking co-workers and neighbors 

 Travel to exotic Latin America, the Caribbean and Spain, and 
experience the real flavor of the local 
culture 

 Teach your children or grandchildren to speak Spanish 

How You Can Learn in Spanish With Just 138 Words! 

Click Here To Start Learning Spanish Now! 

http://53bf0dvf29znza46p3lbz2bq8m.hop.clickbank.net/
http://53bf0dvf29znza46p3lbz2bq8m.hop.clickbank.net/
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